
TAKE
HYBRID MEETINGS

TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Microsoft Teams Rooms allows you to take advantage of collaborative technology to 
help you achieve a hybrid approach. Transform the meeting room into a video-enabled space,

with a platform that can also work with your existing displays and cameras certified for MS Teams. 

2020

Make sure your team feel immersed with a platform that promotes:

Microsoft Teams Rooms helps you 
to unleash your team’s full potential, 

ensuring both remote and in-office
employees have the same experience. 

It’s now important to make sure everyone 
feels included and gains the same insights,
using a meeting platform that facilitates 

a return to work. 

of employees now want to work in a hybrid environment

of organizations are considering 
redesigning the office to cater for 
both physical and remote staff

Microsoft Teams experienced
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Rich collaboration experiences

Microsoft Teams Rooms can transform the way you work, delivering a wealth 
of benefits to your team. Start every meeting with one simple click, 

with a range of features to help your business get more value out 
of communication and collaboration.

Increase productivity
Make virtual collaboration 
effortless 

Empower Staff
Make meetings feel natural 
and inclusive

Wireless connectivity
Crystal clear video and audio 
with no cables

One touch
Start and join meetings 
with one tap

Deliver assurance for IT professionals

Journey to Teams Rooms success

Microsoft Teams Rooms delivers a flexible solution to help you get more out of 
your meetings, with additional features to assure IT professionals. 

Kinly Rooms for Microsoft

No need for external 
devices to be connected

Technology designed 
to work for you

Choice of solutions to
meet any room size

Secure Scalable Seamless

Work with

www.kinly.com/contact

Kinly is a leading provider of collaboration solutions that 
make it easier for people to work together, everywhere.
We have the end-to-end experience to help plan, deploy,
manage and support your Teams Rooms!

Plan Deploy

Manage Support

For success you need an end-to-end 
approach to planning, delivering, 

and operating Microsoft Teams Rooms 
as part of your overall meeting 
and conference room strategy.

Once Microsoft Teams Rooms certified 
devices have been deployed in your organization, 
there are flexible management options available. 
Teams Rooms can be managed by your internal 
team or passed to experienced professionals for 

peace of mind.

To ensure you are prepared should
the unexpected happen, Kinly’s highly skilled 

technical support team are able 
to assist you with both remote and on on-site 

support, ensuring Microsoft Teams Rooms have 
limited downtime. Our clients tell us we 

provide the industry's best support.

Deployment of Microsoft Teams Rooms 
breaks down into several phases – from 

site readiness to asset management 
you need IT and AV teams aligned.

Transform any space to a Teams meeting place with one-touch join, easy content 
sharing, and centre of room control for Microsoft Teams meetings.

Our Standardized Rooms for Microsoft provides a consistent Teams user experience 
in different workspaces – from small huddle spaces to large meeting rooms. 

Pre-designed for speed, scale and ease of deployment, these rooms are designed 
for your modern workplace; supporting the way your teams work together. 

Also available on an ‘as-a-service’ model with costs spread over a fixed period.
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